Introducing ThistlePro
The new name for performance plasters

Designed for the PROFESSIONAL
The ThistlePro range contains products that are ideal to give your customers a range of options that go beyond simply creating a flat wall. With them you can offer customers the best options for achieving a quality finish that meets their project requirements, be that interactivity or a durable finish.
ThistlePro DuraFinish

60% tougher than standard plaster

By using ThistlePro DuraFinish in the more hardworking areas of a building, such as corridors and stairwells, walls can withstand everyday knocks and scrapes and general wear and tear.

ThistlePro DuraFinish has excellent resistance to glancing impacts and repeated abrasion, protecting walls from typical accidental damage which on standard skim finish plaster can result in scratching, gouging and chipping.
Improving the indoor environment is a major consideration amongst customers, especially those concerned with sustainability, health and wellbeing.

ThistlePro PureFinish provides long-lasting improvements to air quality and will continue to work for up to 50 years.
ThistlePro Magnetic plaster contains special additives to attract magnets, allowing the creation of interactive walls. Ideal for home and work environments, it also supports learning in education environments.

The plaster is applied in the same way as standard skim finish, but should be applied to a thickness of 3-5mm to enable magnetic attraction. The plaster will not interfere with wi-fi, pacemakers or any electronic signals.
ThistlePro plasters are part of the Thistle family of products

Thistle Essential
The home for your everyday plasters.

Repair Range
Products designed for all trades. Ideal for all types of repairs.